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Abstract 

Decisions depend on truths which can be dubious. Deliberate lies manipulate. Addiction is decision avoidance. 

The medical industry is corrupt at the highest levels causing more deaths than wars. Chronic disease exists 

because cures are prohibited. Unethical decisions have been legitimised. 

This article explains the problems and identifies the solutions. 
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Origin of lies 

Imagination is the curse of humans. Its only purpose is to rectify changes. 

We have gone from throwing stones to dropping nuclear bombs. 

Everyone wants a better weapon. With inventions satisfying that request, 

there is no end, only more disaster. Ask any artist, for it is they who 

exemplify imagination and they will tell you that total change is not 

acceptable, only a bit at a time. 

Then why do we have imagination? It may have happened during our 

evolution when the brain lost its communicative powers leaving it 

needing language because intuitive powers were lost. Lateral thinking 

aided survival in times of competition for food and shelter. Combined 

with a ruthless approach, humans forced their will on other humans and 

creatures. The skill of imagination has become praised. Its scope for 

damage is unrecognised and warnings must be raised. 

To manage our roles in society we must frequently make decisions. This 

is a strenuous mental procedure based on assessing facts and choosing the 

preferred option. And that is the problem. Is what is presented as a fact 

true or is it fiction created by some imaginative person? 

A new born baby does not decide to suckle a breast. Its instinct is to get 

milk and for a year, ideally two years, it will drink mother’s milk as its 

brain forms and grows. During that time the food going in results in poo 

coming out and the baby fills it nappy naturally. At some stage, with the 

brain development allowing more thoughts, the baby will consider that 

there may be an alternative to having a sticky, uncomfortable bottom and 

yell to use a potty instead. At the same time, mother has anticipated this 

next stage and begun potty training. She is assisted by her mother and the 

important role of the grandmother explains the menopause. 

Potty training 

There is a branch of psychology that believes that all personality traits can 

only be understood by studying a person’s potty training. Was it so strict 

that they were forever committed to rules and fearful of breaking them or 

was it lax allowing the baby to use the potty or not and let someone else 

clear up the mess. Either way, these extremes in an adult become 

dysfunctional. 

Potty training is where decision making begins. There has to be control. 

Baby must sense a choice between poo or not poo and hold it until they 

are sitting on the potty. These two elements, control and choice, are 

fundamental. Without that experience, deciding does not happen and later 

in life they encounter the consequences. 

Another factor in the process is trust. The provider of the option is also 

the provider of milk and their integrity is never questioned. What mother 

offers is the rule. Disobey and punishment is deserved. Crying does not 

help. Thus forms a trust in what is offered. 

This is where the problem of truth starts. If what is offered comes from a 

trusted source it is accepted but if that source has been conned, all the 

recipients down the line are also conned. Some imagination used to distort 

and spread lies can be disseminated as truth resulting in chaos.  

Questioning all offers is strenuous. To avoid the effort, most people 

follow each other believing that if everyone does it, it must be right. This 

is fashion, be not too different. This year the colour is blue. Wear blue 

and you are accepted. Being accepted is being loved and secure in a group. 

Wear yellow when blue is in and expect to be excluded. Most people take 

the option without thinking about a decision. Their control function is 

little used. Control comes from the mind and is a thought that if left idle 

withers like an unused muscle. Although a part of the brain will handle 

the decision-making process, the withering is not a brain fault just as in a 

computer that stops recognising capital letters, it does not have a hardware 

problem, it is a software problem. The difference between computer 

software and the human mind is that the mind has to be active to perform. 

A programme written for a computer can sit almost forever as an 
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instruction on the tape, disc or chip and when called upon will respond. 

The mind is different and does not respond to something that has become 

idle. 

We now have two problems: lies and a withering brain.    

Trust 

Lies can be made credible by mass publicity combined with government 

power reinforcing the order. Drive on the left-hand side of the road. That 

was the rule in the British Empire and Sweden but not elsewhere. Sweden 

decided to change the rule to have driving on the right the same as its 

neighbours. The entire population was informed long in advance and 

when the time came on the night of Dagen H, Sunday, 3 September 1967 

the whole country was awake, sitting in their stationary cars and as the 

time clicked past midnight, they all moved to the other side of the road. 

There was control and trust with everyone following everyone else and 

no accidents, at least not that day. They came later when habit and 

forgetfulness resulted in head on collisions. 

There is great trust in governments, especially those democratically 

elected. The politicians are seldom experts in all matters and depend on 

advisors. For medical science, they consult doctors who they trust have 

studied the options and want to make people healthy and alleviate 

suffering. Unfortunately, that kind process was corrupted by Rockefeller, 

Carnegie and others in the 1910s who having found a way to monopolise 

oil went on to monopolise medicine and lobbied the politicians to only 

allow medicines from laboratories. This is how the power of 

pharmaceuticals began and still dominates today. Even the directors of 

pharmaceutical companies believe in their self-righteousness. The same 

with universities where the professors taught by other professors 

according to the rules of pharmaceuticals, that the body is a chemical 

creature, know only about killing infection with anti-biotics and vaccines 

and enabling surgery with anaesthetics.  

The fact that all life responds to electricity is unknown in medical schools 

and ridiculed by many doctors. Cancer is an electrical fault as proven in 

Sweden by Professor Nordenström at the Karolinska Institute in 

Stockholm. Despite the country being democratic and their people 

trusting the government, Professor Nordenström’s findings were 

suppressed by his government. When he took his knowledge to the USA, 

he got nowhere and died rejected. The truth was suppressed by the 

medical establishment dominated by pharmaceutical laboratories. 

Millions of people continued to die and Big Pharma profited by billions 

of dollars. Modern professors have to bring in money which they do by 

conducting research to satisfy the wishes of the pharmaceutical sponsors. 

No research is independent.  

They are dealing with biochemistry which has it uses and are steadfastly 

denying the existence of biophysics.  A lie has been established and the 

population following the herd lacks the knowledge to form the question 

to extract the truth. In most matters, lay people would let journalists do 

the questioning for them but when it comes to health the investigative 

enquirers are as stupid as the rest and cannot think for themselves. 

Journalists respond to the advertisers on their channels. 

Infections can be cured by killing germs with anti-biotics or vaccines. 

Although these are now mass produced in laboratories, they can be 

replaced by natural medicines with fewer side effects. All 

pharmaceuticals have side effects, often devastating. With many based on 

chemicals extracted from plants and sea creatures, it should be questioned 

why laboratories are granted legal dominance. Chronic disease is said the 

be incurable so it will drag on and on and be chronic. To the 

pharmaceutical industry, this is a rich market where they can sell 

repeatedly by failing to cure. A cure would be a lost customer. Many 

drugs are offered which fail to cure and the prescribing doctors say they 

are needed to make life manageable and without them death will follow. 

Often that is a lie and in many cases the disease is not caused by an 

infection but low cell voltage. This is biophysics and failing to recognise 

these facts is a serious fault in modern medicine. The journalists are as 

corrupt in their stupid ignorance as the politicians who make the laws to 

protect the laboratories, not the patients.  

The main chronic diseases are cancer, diabetes, arthritis and persistent 

pain. All of these are now being healed in private clinics using CellSonic 

machines. Cancer success was proven in 2016 and diabetes about the 

same time. Joint pain and arthritis was done at least twenty years ago and 

despite this there are now directors of companies that made addictive, 

opioid pain-removing drugs in prison for causing harm and defrauding 

patients. Addiction is good business for the suppliers of the substance. 

Their customers are captives. 

Addiction  

Another failing of humans is a desire to become mentally incapable with 

alcohol or narcotics. That they capture the person into addiction with no 

escape is well known. Addiction means there has been no decision. The 

person is sucked in beyond their will despite knowing what they are 

doing. Why do they do it and can they change their behaviour?  

Look back at the decision-making process that began on the potty. Making 

a decision is an effort. When the rewards are more than the effort, control 

is made. To not fill the nappy avoids discomfort and the reward is praise 

from mother for filling the potty. Most of us benefited from that process. 

A few years later, with self-awareness playing a role, following the herd 

is the easy way to make a decision by avoiding making choices and 

copying everyone else. Their control function lapses. These people desire 

immediate gratification. At some stage, they discovered pleasant feelings 

and paid no attention to the consequences. Poo on the floor and let 

someone else clear up the mess. Getting drunk is fun when everyone else 

is drunk. Place a big bet and let everyone else see how big you are. If you 

lose, it was the fault of the slow running horse. Paying for alcohol or 

narcotics takes all the money as does gambling leaving no other way 

except robbery. Thieves are sent to prison where they get no help to 

correct their mental failure. Very few prisoners will benefit from prison 

whatever the cause of their incarceration but that does not concern the 

politicians. That’s what prison is, out of sight, out of mind. 

Addicts lack the control function. Mentally they are less than two years 

old. All other functions may be working and that is what makes them 

difficult patients. They have to accept that they are patients. If they deny 

their problem, it will get worse until more of their life crumbles. How to 

install a missing piece of mental software into a two-year-old adult is 

tricky. We know what has to be done and the imaginative inventors have 

provided tools. We know that reward is more powerful than punishment. 

Pavlov’s dog learned to salivate in anticipation of the food it enjoyed. The 

baby used the potty to please mother and gain her praise. It has to be the 

same for the adult addict. 

Assume they have a smartphone with an app that senses behaviour. Smart 

watches measure the number of steps walked. Something has to sense 

when transgression occurs, a bet being placed, a woman being stalked, a 

bottle of whisky being opened. Already there are cameras in a car 

detecting a driver becoming drowsy. These details can be worked out with 

the many digital tools available. Send a message to the loved ones, “I did 

not take a drink and resisted temptation”. The participating family and 

friends have to be supportive. Their side of the same app replies, “Well 

done Joe. We love you.” An addict cannot be cured alone. Others must 

act in support of the treatment. 

When temptation looks like winning, the addict gets a nudge or stronger. 

There are collars for barking dogs. When it barks, they hear a sound or 

maybe it stings them. The dog learns not to bark and remains silent. The 

addict has to wear a punishing sensor.  

The manipulation is weighted to rewards which will mostly be support 

from others and adding to a score resulting in another month free with 
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messages. Backing this up are painful tweaks making immediate 

gratification immediately dislikable. 

A CellSonic treatment to the spine sends neurons into the brain and has 

become standard for all patients because all healing starts in the brain. 

The addicts will also benefit from twice weekly surges of neurons. No 

drugs are used and there are no side effects. The capability of the spine 

treatment is understood with the healing of severed spinal cord, the 

ultimate orthopaedic repair. No surgery needed. 

Decision making has to be based on the truth, not some illusion imagined 

by a despot intent on profiteering and exploitation. The medical industry 

is corrupt at the highest level extending to law makers controlling 

regulators and media moguls extracting advertising revenue. The list 

includes alcohol makers, drug pushers who are governmental and mafia 

and gambling rackets along with doctors and hospitals promising 

pharmaceutical based treatments. All have to be questioned on the truth, 

their lack of ethics and taxed to pay for healing their victims. Millions of 

patients have died unnecessarily from chronic disease because 

conventional doctors stupidly think they know everything when they only 

know about pharmaceuticals which are useless on chronic disease. Ask 

any doctor recommending chemotherapy whether they would inject 

themselves with the drug and their refusal admits the truth. It is banned in 

warfare where it is called mustard gas and bought by doctors at high cost. 

Half the profits of Big Pharma come from chemotherapy. They do not 

want a cure for cancer. 
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